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Abstract

We simulate space plasmas with the Particle-in-cell (PIC) method that uses computational particles to mimic electrons and protons in solar wind and in Earth magnetosphere. The magnetic and electric fields are computed by solving the Maxwell’s equations on a computational grid. In each PIC simulation step, there are four major phases: interpolation of fields to particles, updating the location and velocity of each particle, interpolation of particles to grids and solving the Maxwell’s equations on the grid. We use the iPIC3D code, which was implemented in C++, using both MPI and OpenMP, for our case study.

By November 2014, heterogeneous systems using hardware accelerators such as Graphics Processing Unit (GPUs) and the Many Integrated Core (MIC) coprocessors for high performance computing continue growth in the top 500 most powerful supercomputers worldwide. Scientific applications for numerical simulations need to adapt to using accelerators to achieve portability and scalability in the coming exascale systems. In our work, we conduct a case study of using OpenACC to offload the computation intensive parts: particle mover and interpolation of particles to grids, in a massively parallel Particle-in-Cell simulation code, iPIC3D, to multi-GPU systems. We use MPI for inter-node communication for halo exchange and communicating particles. We identify the most promising parts suitable for GPUs accelerator by profiling using CrayPAT. We implemented manual deep copy to address the challenges of porting C++ classes to GPU. We document the necessary changes in the exiting algorithms to adapt for GPU computation. We present the challenges and findings as well as our methodology for porting a Particle-in-Cell code to multi-GPU systems using OpenACC.

In this work, we will present the challenges, findings and our methodology of porting a Particle-in-Cell code for space applications as follows:

- We profile the iPIC3D code by Cray Performance Analysis Tool (CrayPAT) and identify the most promising part to be ported to GPU;
- We use OpenACC to offload the computation intensive parts in particle mover and interpolation of particle to fields to GPU;
- We analyse the performance and implement necessary changes to the existing algorithms to adapt to GPU computations;
- We identify the difficulties in porting C++ class and template to GPU due to the needs of manual deep copy and also the difficulties in debugging the application on GPU;
- We identify new algorithms that are needed for optimizing computations on GPU and for minimizing data movement between GPU and CPU memory space;
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